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Paper Follows A Common Format for Compelling Arguments

1. Tell a story

2. Show baseline correlation consistent
with story

3. Show other patterns that are
consistent with own story, and
inconsistent with plausible
alternatives

4. Repeat 3 until best remaining
alternative is convoluted

“Present-day friendship links between
counties are determined by a large number
of factors, including historical migration
movements. For example, the great Mi-
gration of African-Americans from the
South to Northern industrial cities in the
1940s-1960s shows up as stronger present-
day friendship links between Chicago and
Mississippi. As a result, we argue that the
investor Northern Trust, based in Chicago,
is disproportionately connected to the
firm Trademark Corporation, found in
Mississippi.” 1
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My Discussion:

1. What is SCI actually proxying for? Direct social connections, common group
membership, or broader regional familiarity?

2. Implications for Changing Clusters of Economic Activity
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1. What is SCI proxy for?

SCI: = Friendshipsi,j
Populationi×Populationj

• Predictiveness of SCI at regional level can reflect:
1. Aggregation of individual social connections; ie Bailey, Cao, Kuchler, Stroebel (2018
JPE)

2. Common group membership. Classic: Greif on Maghribi Traders; Modern: Badarinza
Ramadorai, Shimizu (2020), Hedge Tumlinson (2014) below.

3. Broader regional familiarity/affinity (something like home bias)
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1. Role for Co-ethnic Group Affiliation in Investment
Badarinza Ramadorai, Shimizu (2020)

Regression of price in commercial real estate transactions, comparing same- and
different-nationality sellers.
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1. Role for Co-ethnic Group Affiliation in Investment
Badarinza Ramadorai, Shimizu (2020)
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1. Role for Co-ethnic Group Affiliation Comparison
Hedge Tumlinson (2014)
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1. Role for Co-ethnic Group Affiliation Comparison
Hedge Tumlinson (2014)
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1. Understanding Migration and SCI
Bailey Cao Kuchler Stroebel Wong (2018 JEP)
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1. Individual v. Norms, Moving Decisions
Kosar, Ransom, van der Klaauw (2019)

WTP elicited from survey; these are direct financial cost of moving.
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1. Individual v. Norms, Moving Decisions
Kosar, Ransom, van der Klaauw (2019)

Role of direct social connections makes sense
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1. Individual v. Norms, Moving Decisions
Kosar, Ransom, van der Klaauw (2019)

However, people also seem to really value more intangible aspects of local norms
(think: “people are too passive aggressive on the West Coast” or “People are much
nicer in the South than in Boston”)
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1. Deep Roots of SCI Measure

American Nations by Colin Woodard; Drawing on Albion’s Seed
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What SCI Proxies for:

• Very intuitive that people make decisions based on who they know. Limit:
Dunbar’s number: ∼150, number of acquaintances people tend to have.

• Common group affinity extends role of social influences further to people you
may not know directly, but at are least potentially in your wide social network.

• Both channels rely on information and better contract enforcement in the context
of asymmetric information.

• Possible room for future work: is there an even higher level of structure to social
connectivity? Something like: very broad level of familiarity with certain social
classes/geographic regions, based on familiarity, common norms, and values.
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2. World Pre-Covid: Growing More Centralized
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2. Implications for More Dispersed Future? New Hubs Tend to be Socially Con-
nected to Prior Ones
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2. ie NYC Connections to Other Urban Centers
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2. Those Regional Hubs, However, are more localized: Miami
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2. Those Regional Hubs, However, are more localized: Charlotte
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2. Re-creation of Social Networks Elsewhere
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2. Speculative Implications for Remote Activity

• Investment Management has remained centralized, despite high costs, because of
high agglomeration economies (positive spin: knowledge spillovers; negative spin:
insider trading).

• However, the high social connectivity of physically distant urban clusters has
enabled flight once a shock hits (initially temporary, maybe permanent).

• If/when more investment activity migrates to second-tier clusters; resulting new
social links may expand access to capital in those areas.

• Points to efficiency/equity tradeoffs in the spatial distribution of investment
management.
• Moving people to socially connected areas is hard (NIMBYism, people value local
attachments).

• Moving capital to less connected regions is another option. 21



Conclusion:

• Compelling paper shows that social networks influence investment behavior

• Part of broader agenda in social finance: role of social connections in driving
behavior broadly

• Room for future research: which social connections matter, and why?
• Role for personal connections
• People who share group affinities
• Even broader social links between regions, corresponding to shared valued and
norms?

• How will social connections matter in world that does more remote work, might
be more economically dispersed?
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